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a b s t r a c t 

A high resolution k –ω two-equation turbulence closure model, including surface wave forcing was employed 

to fully resolve turbulence dissipation rate profiles close to the ocean surface. Model results were compared 

with observations from Surface Wave Instrument Floats with Tracking (SWIFTs) in the nearshore region at 

New River Inlet, North Carolina USA, in June 2012. A sensitivity analysis for different physical parameters and 

wave and turbulence formulations was performed. The flux of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) prescribed by 

wave dissipation from a numerical wave model was compared with the conventional prescription using the 

wind friction velocity. A surface roughness length of 0.6 times the significant wave height was proposed, and 

the flux of TKE was applied at a distance below the mean sea surface that is half of this roughness length. The 

wave enhanced layer had a total depth that is almost three times the significant wave height. In this layer the 

non-dimensionalized Terray scaling with power of −1 . 8 (instead of −2 ) was applicable. 

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Growing interest in fully coupled three-dimensional (3D)

atmosphere–wave–ocean modeling systems motivates improve-

ments to parameterizations and coupling between model compo-

nents. Debate continues on whether momentum exchange between

surface waves and the ocean circulation should be treated as a vor-

tex force or radiation stress ( Mellor, 2003; McWilliams et al., 2004;

Ardhuin et al., 2008; Aiki and Greatbatch, 2014; Mellor, 2015 ). Sim-

ilarly in recent years, the treatment of energy exchange between

waves and ocean has been the subject of several research activi-

ties. A recent modeling study by Gerbi et al. (2013) shows the ef-

fects of white-capping dissipation on a river plume during an up-

welling favorable wind condition using a three-dimensional coastal

ocean model. Carniel et al. (2009) compare two-equation turbulence

closure models to investigate the effects of surface wave breaking on

surface drifter trajectory in the Adriatic Sea. However, in both of these

studies, the effects of the momentum exchange between waves and
ocean were not included. 
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Most modeling studies on surface wave breaking effects on turbu-

ence and mixing quantities were conducted using a one-dimensional

ertical (1DV) water column model following Craig and Banner

1994) . They suggest a turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) balance be-

ween diffusion and dissipation, where the surface flux of TKE (as-

ociated with breaking waves) is prescribed as proportional to the

urface wind friction velocity cubed (e.g. Burchard, 2001; Umlauf

nd Burchard, 2003; Umlauf et al., 20 03; Kantha and Clayson, 20 04 ).

ascle et al. (2013) utilized a 1DV Mellor and Yamada (1982) turbu-

ence model to compare three different methods for simulating tur-

ulence induced by surface breaking waves. 

Most of the research on wave breaking turbulence and water col-

mn mixing are focused on the deep ocean and lakes. There have

een some attempts to investigate these phenomenon in nearshore

egions (3 [m] < depth < 10 [m]), surf-zones and shallow estuar-

es (e.g. Feddersen and Trowbridge, 2005; Feddersen, 2012b; Grasso

t al., 2012; Jones and Monismith, 2008b ). Feddersen and Trowbridge

2005) present a 1DV model, including a two-equation k –ε turbu-

ence closure model, to study the effects of wave breaking turbu-

ence on the mean circulation and turbulence quantities inside the

urf-zone. Feddersen et al. (2007) extend their previous investigation

rom the surf-zone to the nearshore (outer surf-zone) region (depth

 3 [m]). They use bottom mounted turbulence measurements to

how that, to correctly estimate the vertical distribution of the TKE

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.11.004
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Fig. 1. Simplified schematic description of water column surface layers affected by 

breaking waves. Here H s and z s 0 are the significant wave height and the surface rough- 

ness (see Section 2.2.1 ). 
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issipation rate according to Terray et al. (1996) , a greater surface flux

f energy is needed compared to the open ocean. 

In this study, we used nearshore measurements of surface TKE

issipation rates from Surface Wave Instrument Floats with Tracking

SWIFT) buoys ( Thomson, 2012 ) to investigate energy transfer from

reaking waves to the ocean water column in the vicinity of a tidal in-

et. Drawing on the modeling studies in similarly complex nearshore

ettings (e.g. Newberger and Allen, 2007; Kumar et al., 2012 ), we

tilized coupled wave and circulation models to characterize the

patial variability of the wave and circulation field at the site. The

ave and circulation models are coupled in a rudimentary fashion

uch that the effects of the tidal circulation on the wave kinematics

nd dynamics are included, resulting in a reasonable view of spatially

arying wave field. Using this representation of the wave field, we

hen focused our attention on the effects of wave motions on water

olumn turbulence properties. For this purpose we locally employed

 high resolution, two-equation turbulence model of the ocean water

olumn (with several hundred vertical layers) to fully resolve the

KE dissipation rate close to the water surface. We performed a wide

ange of sensitivity analyses to gain insight into the different physical

arameters involved in the modeling procedure (e.g. surface rough-

ess). Traditionally, following Craig and Banner (1994) , the wind fric-

ion velocity is used in prescribing the surface boundary flux of TKE.

owever, it may be more reasonable to use the wave dissipation com-

uted directly by a wave model instead of an approximation based on

ind friction velocity. In this study, we compared two widely used

ethods for computing these wave related quantities and discussed

heir impact on the calculation of a TKE dissipation rate. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 , a brief de-

cription of the momentum and energy exchange between wind,

aves and ocean is given, and the theoretical background and basic

efinition of parameters for the numerical experiments are discussed.

he case study, the modeling system and observational data are de-

cribed in Section 3 . Modeling results of turbulence quantities and

omparison with observational data are shown in Section 4 . A more

omprehensive discussion about the role of different parameters is

resented in Section 5 . Finally, the summary and conclusion of this

esearch are described in Section 6 . 

. Theory 

Understanding and correctly parameterizing the exchange of mo-

entum and energy between wind, waves and ocean are key to rea-

onably simulating the near surface region. Here, our focus is on the

ffect of surface wave breaking on turbulence quantities in the wa-

er column. We simulate the wave field using a common nearshore

ave propagation model. Here, we assume wind as the main source

f ocean surface momentum. A fraction of the wind momentum is

onsumed to generate local surface waves. 

.1. Wave modeling 

The surface wave field evolution is described assuming that the

aves can be described by irrotational inviscid linear wave theory.

learly, breaking waves in the nearshore zone are not linear, the mo-

ions in the active breaking region are not irrotational, and waves

an be dissipated by inviscid effects. However, the above assumptions

re frequently employed with surprisingly successful results for wave

rediction in the nearshore and surf-zones (e.g. Ruessink et al., 2001;

ewberger and Allen, 2007 ) and the use of a simplified theory allows

or progress over the complex domain of a tidal inlet. Further, we will

how that the prediction of local wave quantities is skilled compared

o observations. Nonetheless, as a result of the irrotational and invis-

id assumptions, the detailed dynamics of air-sea energy exchange

re not accounted for herein, instead we focus on the fate of the TKE

rovided to the water column by breaking wave events. 
The governing equation for wave action balance ( Komen et al.,

994 ), N = E(ω wave , θ)/ω wave , then reads: 

∂N 

∂t 
+ ∇ X · [ (c g + U )N ] + 

∂(c ω wave 
N )

∂ω wave 
+ 

∂(c θN )

∂θ
= 

S tot 

ω wave 
(1) 

here E is the wave energy at relative angular frequency ω wave trav-

ling at an angle of θ , c g is the intrinsic wave group velocity vec-

or, U is ambient current velocity vector and X is the horizontal ge-

graphic coordinate system. The propagation velocities in spectral

pace ( ω wave , θ ) are given by c ω wave and c θ . The terms on the left hand

ide of the equation are responsible for local changes and propagation

f the wave energy. The right hand side of the equation represents

ource and sink terms associated with wave generation, dissipation

nd nonlinear wave-wave interactions, where: 

 

tot = S in + S nl + S ds , w + S ds , br + S ds , b . (2)

 

in is the energy input from wind to the wave field, S nl is the nonlinear

ave-wave interaction, S ds, b is the dissipation due to bottom friction,

 

ds, br is the dissipation due to depth-induced surface wave breaking,

nd S ds, w is the dissipation due to white-capping. 

.2. Wave-enhanced turbulence 

Surface breaking waves enhance the turbulence in the ocean sur-

ace layer by acting as a source of turbulence kinetic energy (TKE)

 Kitaigorodskii et al., 1983; Thorpe, 1984 ). A one-dimensional verti-

al Mellor and Yamada (1982) turbulence closure model was adapted

y Craig and Banner (1994) to account for wave-affected near surface

urbulence. They suggested that the surface boundary condition for

urbulent kinetic energy, k , could be approximated by a flux bound-

ry condition: 

 

s 
k = −νturb 

σk 

∂k 

∂z 
, (3) 

n which F s 
k 

is the flux of energy injected to the surface of the ocean

ue to surface wave dissipation ( Section 2.2.1 ). Here νturb is the verti-

al eddy viscosity and σ k is the turbulence Schmidt number ( Mellor

nd Yamada, 1982 ). z is the positive upward vertical coordinate with

 = h at the surface and z = 0 at the bottom. 

As shown in Fig. 1 , the breaking layer is the closest layer to the

ean sea surface where the direct injection of the turbulence and

ubbles from surface breaking waves is taking place (from surface to

epth of z ′ 
b 
). Here z ′ is depth below mean sea surface. In the wave-

nhanced layer, the effects of the turbulence injected by waves on

he mixing properties of water column should be detected. Inside

his layer, a balance between downward diffusion of the dissipated
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energy from surface waves and turbulence dissipation is assumed.

At its lower boundary, the wave-enhanced layer smoothly merges

into the near-surface logarithmic boundary layer, where turbulence

shear-production balances dissipation ( Umlauf and Burchard, 2003 ).

The offset between the position of model surface and the mean sea

surface will be defined later as a fraction of significant wave height

(see Section 5.1 ). 

Subsequently, Umlauf and Burchard (2003) introduced a “generic

length” scale two-equation turbulence closure model which com-

pared favorably to the observed spatial decay rates for grid-generated

turbulence that is often considered a simple representation of the

wave-breaking problem. They also showed a similar behavior of the

k –ω and their generic length scale models for this kind of applica-

tion where ω is the inverse turbulence time scale or turbulent “fre-

quency”. They suggested that, for scenarios with turbulence injec-

tion at the surface due to surface wave breaking, the k –ω model per-

formed better than the k –ε model where ε is the turbulence dissipa-

tion rate. In addition, they illustrated that the k − ε model showed

less depth of penetration with the same boundary condition and con-

stant parameters in comparison to the k –ω model. Jones and Moni-

smith (2008b ) and Moghimi et al. (2013) also successfully applied

the k –ω two-equation turbulence model in shallow tidal and barred

beach environments. For the present study a k –ω turbulence closure

model was also chosen. 

2.2.1. Governing equations for wave-averaged quantities 

The wave modified (low-pass time-filtered) momentum equa-

tions for Eulerian mean current velocities ( u , v ; McWilliams et al.,

1997 ), the averaged potential temperature T , the averaged salinity S ,

TKE k and ω ( Wilcox, 1988; Umlauf et al., 2003 ), are given as: 

∂u 

∂t 
− ∂ 

∂z 

(
(ν + νturb )

∂u 

∂z 

)
= − 1 

ρ0 

∂ p 

∂x 
+ f (v + v s ) + F Out , wave 

x , (4)

∂v 
∂t 

− ∂ 

∂z 

(
(ν + νturb )

∂v 
∂z 

)
= − 1 

ρ0 

∂ p 

∂y 
− f (u + u s ) + F Out , wave 

y , (5)

∂T 

∂t 
− ∂ 

∂z 

((
ν ′ + ν ′ 

turb 

)∂T 

∂z 

)
= 

1 

C p ρ0 

∂ I 

∂z 
, (6)

∂S 

∂t 
− ∂ 

∂z 

((
ν ′′ + ν ′ 

turb 

)∂S 

∂z 

)
= 0 , (7)

∂k 

∂t 
− ∂ 

∂z 

(
νturb 

σk 

∂k 

∂z 

)
= 

P ︷ ︸︸ ︷ 
νturb 

( (
∂u 

∂z 

)2 

+ 

(
∂v 
∂z 

)2 
) 

+ ν ′ 
turb 

(
g 

ρ0 

)
∂ρ

∂z 
− ε, (8)

∂ω 

∂t 
= 

∂ 

∂z 

(
νturb 

σω 

∂ω 

∂z 

)
+ 

ω 

k 

(
c ω1 νturb 

( (
∂u 

∂z 

)2 

+ 

(
∂v 
∂z 

)2 
) 

+ c ω3 ν
′ 
turb 

(
g 

ρ0 

)
∂ρ

∂z 
− c ω2 ε

)
(9)

where t is time, ρ is averaged density, f = 2 ω e sin (φ) with the Earth

rotation’s angular velocity ω e and latitude φ, where, u = u L − u s , v =
v L − v s are defined as (quasi-)Eulerian velocities ( Jenkins, 1987; 1989;

Tang et al., 2007 ). u L and v L are Lagrangian mean velocities, u s and v s 
are surface wave Stokes drift velocities and, x and y are the horizontal

coordinates. 

In our approach, the model surface layer is situated some dis-

tance below the mean sea surface away from the layers most
ffected by breaking events (see Fig. 14 ). Note that this approxima-

ion is more conservative than most of the wave-circulation coupling

tudies, particularly those that involved similar boundary conditions

pplied at the mean sea surface inside the surf-zone where a substan-

ial portion of the water column is considered to be inside the active

ave breaking layer (e.g. Newberger and Allen, 2007; Uchiyama et al.,

010; Kumar et al., 2012 ). It should also be noted that in this research

he effects of mean wave horizontal pressure gradient, vortex force

 Andrews and McIntyre, 1978 ) and Stokes production terms were not

ncluded. 

The momentum transfer from breaking waves to the ocean also

eads as: 

 

Out , wave = 

1 

c 
S ds , s (10)

here S ds , s = S ds , w + S ds , br is the surface wave dissipation computed

y the wave model ( Jenkins, 1989; Melville and Rapp, 1985 ), and c is

ave phase velocity. It is assumed that the surface wave momentum

erm has a decaying vertical distribution exp (−2 k w 

| z| ). 

The total stress from wind to ocean is defined as τWind by: 

Wind = τ in , Wave + τ in , Turb + τ in , Visc (11)

ere, the τ in,Wave is the stress from wind to waves, τ in,Turb and τ in,Visc 

re the ocean turbulence and viscous stresses. The momentum re-

eived by waves is transferred to the ocean via conservative and non-

onservative forces ( Uchiyama et al., 2010 ). To be consistent with the

otal momentum transfer from wind to ocean, we subtract the mo-

entum gained by the waves from bulk wind drag ( Jenkins, 1989;

ang et al., 2007; Bakhoday Paskyabi et al., 2012 ). Therefore, the final

urface stress in the ocean model reads as: 

in , Ocean = τ Wind − τ in , Wave , (12)

nd the upper boundary condition for the momentum equation is set

o: 

νturb 

∂ U 

∂z 
= τ in , Ocean , (13)

here U = (u, v ) is the current velocity vector. 

In the temperature equation, further terms are the specific heat

apacity of water C p , solar radiation I , and reference density ρ0 . The

olecular diffusivities for momentum, temperature and salinity are

, ν′ and ν′ ′ , respectively. The eddy viscosities are given by: 

turb = c μk 
1 
2 l, ν ′ 

t = c ′ μk 
1 
2 l (14)

nd turbulence length scale, l , is defined as: 

 = (c 0 μ)3 k 
3 / 2 

ε
(15)

here c 0 μ = 0.55 and σ k = 1.96. The parameters are σω = 2, c ω1 =
.56, c ω2 = 0.83, and c ω3 = 0.0 for stable and c ω3 = 1.0 for unsta-

le stratification ( Wilcox, 1988 ). The turbulence dissipation rate, ε, is

efined as: 

= 

(
c 0 μ

)4 
kω (16)

Umlauf et al. (2003) showed that for the two equation turbulence

odels discussed here, the turbulent kinetic energy, k , and length

cale, l , in the wave-enhanced layer are computed by: 

 = K(−z + h + z s 0 )
a , l = L(−z + h + z s 0 ) (17)

here K , L and a are constant and z s 
0 

is surface roughness

 Section 2.2.1 ). 

Umlauf and Burchard (2003) demonstrated that the power laws

n Eq. (17) are exact solutions of Eqs. (8) and (9) , if a balance between

iffusion and dissipation is assumed. With this assumption in mind,

e can extend the modeling domain to the wave-enhanced layer (See

ig. 1 ). They further showed that a and L appearing in Eq. (17) are

unctions of the model parameters. The upper boundary condition
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Table 1 

The values proposed for surface roughness ( z s 0 ) and αs in the literature. 

Method Proposed range αs Specifications 

Craig and Banner (1994) z s 0 = 0 . 1 m 100–150 Using Mellor and Yamada (1982) turbulence model 

Gemmrich and Farmer (1999) z s 0 = 0 . 2 m 

a Micro-structure measurements under large waves ( H s = 3.5 m) 

Burchard (2001) 0 . 2 < z s 0 / H s < 1 100 k –ε turbulence model with modified Schmidt number 

Terray et al. (1999) z s 0 / H s = 0 . 85 100 Craig and Banner (1994) with modified length scale 

Umlauf and Burchard (2003) z s 0 / H s � 1 100 k –ω via generic length scale model 

Kantha and Clayson (2004) z s 0 / H s = 1 . 6 100 Assuming fully developed sea 

Stips et al. (2005) z s 0 / H s � 1 100 Umlauf and Burchard (2003) for low wind condition in small lake 

Feddersen and Williams (2007) z s 0 = 0.2 m 250 They investigate white-capping type breaking in nearshore region in water depth of 3.5 [m]. 

Jones and Monismith (2008a ) z s 0 / H s = 1 . 3 60 k –ω Shallow wind forced environment with tide 

a Instead of using the surface flux of the turbulence kinetic energy proportional to the cube of the surface friction velocity, they used F s 
k 

= c p u 
2 
∗ where c p = 

0.8 [m s −1 ] is the effective phase speed of waves acquiring energy from the wind ( Gemmrich et al., 1994 ). 
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Fig. 2. Bathymetry of the New River inlet region. The blue rectangle shows the numer- 

ical model grid location. (a) The New River located on the Atlantic Ocean coast, and (b) 

model domain. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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or k , is defined by Eq. (3) for the TKE equation ( Eq. (8) ). Umlauf and

urchard (2003) also demonstrated that, based on the solutions in

q. (17) , using Eqs. (14) –(16) , a flux boundary condition for the ω
quation ( Eq. (9) ) can be derived. This boundary condition was also

sed in all our computations. 

The surface flux of TKE, F s 
k 
, can be either parameterized based on

urface wind friction velocity cubed ( Craig and Banner, 1994; Terray

t al., 1996 ) by F s , wind 
k 

= αs u s ∗
3 
, or directly obtained from an ocean

ave model in terms of computed surface wave dissipation terms

 Jenkins, 1989 ), by F s , wave 
k 

= βs S ds , s ; where u s ∗ is the surface friction

elocity and αs and βs are constant. From literature, αs ≈ (100 –150 )
as been used in lakes and open oceans ( Craig, 1996; Terray et al.,

996 ). Recently Feddersen et al. (2007) proposed αs ≈ 250 for

earshore white-capping cases (see Table 1 ). βs ≈ 1 is proposed for

eep water white-capping ( Jenkins, 1989; Bakhoday Paskyabi et al.,

012 ) and βs ≈ 0.01 ∼ 0.15 for depth-induced breaking ( Govender

t al., 2004; Huang et al., 2009; Feddersen, 2012a,b ). 

Surface roughness z s 
0 

(or, more precisely, L z s 
0 
), is the length scale

f turbulence injected at the top of the wave-enhanced layer. This

arameter is an important factor which controls the vertical dis-

ribution of the TKE in the upper portion of the water column.

owever, measuring this parameter is difficult. In various numeri-

al model studies this parameter was adjusted to produce closer re-

ults to available observations. Therefore, a relatively wide range of

alues for z s 
0 

are proposed. (See Table 1 .) According to Stips et al.

2005) , the magnitude of z s 
0 

also depends on the method of obser-

ation. For example z s 
0 

> H s was reported from a fixed tower mea-

urement, but z s 
0 

= 0 . 2 [m] was calculated with a floating instrument

or H s = 3 . 5 [m] ( Gemmrich and Farmer, 1999 ). In another example,

mlauf et al. (2003) showed that for z s 
0 

= H s results from a k –ω two-

quation model compared best against WAVES ( Terray et al., 1996 )

nd SWADE ( Drennan et al., 1996 ) datasets. 

. Methodology 

.1. Case study 

The New River Inlet (NRI) is a tidal inlet on the Atlantic Coast in

outheastern North Carolina, USA (NRI; blue rectangle in Fig. 2 a). NRI

s a relatively shallow tidal channel system. North Topsail Island and

nslow Beach are located at either side of the inlet entrance. A small

mount of fresh water inflow at the upstream river, landward of the

nlet entrance, does not create a significant salinity gradient in and

round the inlet entrance. The inlet has a maximum tidal range of

ess than 2 [m] with tidal velocity maxima close to 2 [m s −1 ] in the

ain channel. Incoming ocean waves with significant wave heights,

 s , greater than 1.5 [m], are expected during stormy conditions. 

.2. Data 

NRI was the site of an intensive data collection effort in May–June

012 as part of the Data Assimilation and Remote Sensing for Littoral
pplications (DARLA) project ( Jessup et al., 2011 ). Observations in-

luded SWIFT buoys measurements, tower-based video, infrared, and

adar, as well as airborne SAR and infrared observations. A simultane-

us in-situ observational campaign for meteorology, current velocity

nd surface wave characteristics took place. 

The five-minute averaged observations of TKE dissipation rate

easured by SWIFT buoys were compared to model results. SWIFTs

easured surface turbulence in a wave-following reference frame

ith an upward-looking, pulse-coherent Doppler sonar (2 MHz

quadopp HR), which measured turbulence in a profile beneath the

ree surface (i.e., within ∼0.5 m). The second-order structure function

as calculated and used to infer the TKE dissipation rate following

olmogorov’s theoretical energy cascade. The SWIFT also measured

ave spectra, winds, and mean surface currents ( Zippel and Thom-

on, 2015; Thomson et al., 2014 ). 

The second-order structure function was defined as D(z, r) =
[ u ′ (z) − u ′ (z + r)] 2 

〉
, where u ′ is the turbulence fluctuation, z is the

ertical location beneath the free surface, r is the along-beam lag dis-

ance between velocity measurements, and the angle bracket denotes

he burst time average (5 min) ( Thomson, 2012 ). 

Six SWIFT buoys were operated daily for one month during the

xperiment at NRI. Sampling covered all tidal conditions and a range

f wind-wave conditions. 
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Table 2 

Settings for ROMS, SWAN and GOTM. 

ROMS settings 

Version 3.4 

Time step 2 [s] 

Quadratic bottom drag coefficient 0.001 

Tidal boundary condition Oregon State University Tidal Inversion Software 

(OTPS; Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002 ) 

Tidal constituents k2, s2, m2, n2, k1, p1, o1, q1 

Velocity boundary condition Flather (1976) 

Free surface boundary condition Chapman (1985) 

Grid spacing ( Fig. 2 b) 40–300 [m] 

Grid size N x = 170 and N y = 400 

SWAN settings 

Version 40.91 

Number of frequency bins 45 and 90 

Number of direction bins 36 

Mode Stationary 

Depth-induced breaking Janssen and Battjes (2007) 

Bottom friction JONSWAP ( γ = 0.67 ) 

Quadruplets wave–wave interaction Default coefficients 

Boundary spectra New River Inlet Buoy, CDIP Station 190 

Wind forcing Meteorological pile ( Fig. 3 ) 

Grid spacing ( Fig. 2 b) 40–300 [m] 

Grid size N x = 170 and N y = 400 

GOTM settings 

Version 4.1 

Number of vertical layers 300 

Time step 2 [s] 

Simulation period 2 [day] 

z s 0 min 
0.1 [m] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Observation locations at New River Inlet. Circles and rectangles are SWIFT lo- 

cations ( N = 41). Diamond is the location of bottom mounted pressure gauge. The up- 

and right-triangles are the locations of the meteorological pile and wave buoys. 

Fig. 4. The flowchart of coupling algorithm among models. ROMS (2D) and SWAN 

models run for the whole domain and time period. GOTM model was executed for 

each SWIFT observation location separately using information provided by ROMS(2D) 
We chose SWIFT observations in which the wind speed is greater

than 6 [m s −1 ] and the peak wave period is less than 6 [s] to min-

imize the effects of processes (e.g. swell waves), which are not in-

cluded in this modeling approach (The method of prescribing surface

flux of TKE was originally developed for locally generated wind waves

( Craig, 1996; Terray et al., 1996; Greenan et al., 2001 ). We also chose

water depths greater than 4 [m] to limit the contamination of sur-

face wave dissipation by depth-limited wave breaking. Using these

criteria, the majority of SWIFT locations were chosen from 07 and

18 of May 2012. Therefore 41 SWIFT locations, each of them with 10

measured turbulence dissipation rates, every 0.04 [m] from 0.02 [m]

below the ocean surface were chosen. The locations of the selected

SWIFT observations, and position of the pile were the meteorologi-

cal data were collected by Applied Physics Laboratory of University

of Washington, and the bottom-mounted pressure gauge and wave

buoy were both operated by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

( Wargula et al., 2014 ) are shown in Fig. 3 . 

3.3. The model system 

The model system developed in this study consists of the Regional

Ocean Modeling System (ROMS; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2003;

2005 ), the Simulating WAve nearshore (SWAN; Booij et al., 1999;

2004 ) and the General Ocean Turbulence Model (GOTM; Umlauf

et al., 2005 ). The schematic flowchart of the data exchange among

the models is presented in Fig. 4 . 

ROMS is a free-surface, terrain-following, primitive equations

ocean model widely used by the scientific community for a diverse

range of applications. We employed ROMS in a two-dimensional

depth-averaged mode as the circulation component of the model-

ing system. ROMS provides the water level elevation and the depth-

averaged ambient current to SWAN and the depth averaged ambient

current to GOTM. SWAN is a phase-averaged spectral wave model

that solves the action density equation and generates spectrally-

integrated surface wave properties, significant wave height H s , av-

erage wave length λ, mean relative wave period T , mean wave direc-

tion θ, and orbital velocity at the bottom, as well as the energy input

and SWAN. 
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Table 3 

SWAN wave model configurations. 

WavConf1(SWAN defaults for GEN3 command) WavConf2 ( Mulligan et al., 2008 ) 

Wind input (exponential) Snyder and Elliott (1981) Yan (1987) 

White-capping Komen et al. (1984) Alves and Banner (2003) 
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Fig. 5. Time series of the wind speed (a), water surface elevation (b), and signifi- 

cant wave height (in which both model and observation wave heights computed from 

model and measured spectra by integrating over the same frequency range fr = 0.025–

0.5 Hz) (c). Black dots are the observations, and lines are the model results. 
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rom the wind to the wave field S in , the dissipation rates due to bot-

om friction S ds,b , surface wave breaking S ds,br and white capping S ds,w 

 Booij et al., 2004 ). These wave parameters are transferred to GOTM

o calculate the wave forcing and the boundary conditions for the mo-

entum and turbulence equations. GOTM is a one-dimensional wa-

er column model for the hydrodynamic processes related to vertical

ixing in natural waters. The key characteristic of GOTM is its ability

o calculate vertical turbulence fluxes using different turbulence clo-

ure models. In this study, we used a version of GOTM that includes

mplemented wave effects ( Jenkins, 1989 ). More details about the

mplementation are given in Bakhoday Paskyabi et al. (2012) . GOTM

eceives waves and depth-averaged velocity information, and calcu-

ates momentum turbulent fluxes and the TKE dissipation rate in-

luding surface waves and tidal effects. GOTM was executed (i.e., a

DV ocean model) in a quasi-stationary mode (forced with time de-

endent boundary conditions) at each SWIFT measurement location.

he model results were compared with the SWIFT observations (e.g.

KE dissipation rate profiles) at the same time of the passage of the

rifter through each location. It should be noted that all model simu-

ations start at least 2 days before the time of data-model comparison

minimum 2 days of spin up). 

.4. Model system setup 

A variable rectangular grid, with higher spatial resolution at the

nlet entrance and lower toward model boundaries, was employed

 Fig. 2 b). The computational grid, which is identical for both the wave

nd circulation models, encompasses the estuary, and extends off-

hore onto the continental shelf to water depths of 15 [m]. Specifica-

ion of the common model settings for ROMS, SWAN and GOTM are

iven in Table 2 . 

The ROMS simulation was forced by 8 main tidal constituents

erived using the Oregon State University Tidal Inversion Software

OTPS; Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002 ). The SWAN grid was forced at the

pen boundaries using boundary spectra from the New River Inlet

uoy (CDIP Station 190), which is located very close to south–east

oundary of the model grid. For the offshore boundary, a spatially

niform spectra identical to CDIP buoy spectra was applied. For the

ides of the domain, boundary spectra were generated using a one-

imensional SWAN model setup for each boundary forced by CDIP

nformation at their offshore boundary points. The local Cartesian co-

rdinate system ( x , y ) is introduced for presenting the results, where x

s directed offshore and y is directed alongshore, respectively ( Fig. 3 ).

As previously discussed, the surface roughness in the modeling

tudies was chosen based on the sensitivity analysis of the model in

omparison to available observations. However, considering that the

urface roughness reported in literature from floating measurement

evices is generally smaller than for fixed measurement devices, and

lso based on some preliminary analyses of the SWIFT data for the

stimation of turbulence length scale, we confined the range of the

urface roughness length to 0 . 1 –0 . 6 H s . Based on sensitivity analysis

eported in Appendix A , z s 
0 

= 0 . 6 H s was the best choice regarding our

vailable observational dataset. 

Burchard (2001) proposed to apply the surface flux boundary con-

ition at the base of the wave breaking layer with the thickness of z s 
0 
.

owever, based on our observational data set, locating the surface

ux boundary condition in the middle of the wave breaking layer re-
ulted in a better model and data comparison. Furthermore, our anal-

sis of the vertical gradient of the TKE dissipation rate data showed

hat the nonlinear least square fit to the data below 0 . 5 z s 
0 

distance

rom mean sea surface agrees closely with the Terray et al. (1996)

ransition layer slope of z ′ −2 
(see Section 5.1 ). 

.5. Model system verification 

The observations from in-situ measurement stations ( Fig. 3 ) were

sed to validate ROMS and SWAN modeling results ( Fig. 5 ). Wind

peed observations from the meteorological pile, which were also

sed for forcing SWAN and GOTM, are shown in Fig. 5 a. The data pre-

ented in this figure covers the period from May 17–20, 2012. The

ind speed increased from calm conditions before May 18, 2012 to

n average speed of 6 [m s −1 ], staying near constant (with some os-

illations) until May 20, 2012. It should be noted that the wind data

s available every 5 min, however, the wave model is executed every

alf hour. Therefore the half-hourly wind was used to calculate the

ind-input source terms in SWAN. 

The average wind direction is shown in Fig. 3 by a black vector,

hich is directed parallel to the shoreline and slightly towards off-

hore. This is consistent with our choice of SWIFT cases in locally

enerated wind wave conditions. The surface elevation produced by

OMS shows good agreement in comparison with observed surface

levation by the bottom mounted pressure gauge ( Fig. 5 b). 

Two different configurations of SWAN were studied ( Table 3 ).

he common physical parameters for both configurations are given

n Table 2 . For the first configuration (WavConf1), the default pa-

ameterization for the third generation mode (GEN3) of SWAN,

as chosen. In this setting, the method proposed by Snyder and

lliott (1981) for the exponential wind input source term and

omen et al. (1984) for the white-capping term were used. For the
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Fig. 6. Profiles of the turbulence dissipation rate ( ε) at the top 2 [m] of the water column. The comparison made for three different TKE surface flux boundary condition results 

from a k –ω two equation turbulence closure model and the measured quantity from 5 min bursts averaged SWIFT observations. The observation locations are shown in Fig. 3 by 6 

black rectangles. 

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of the turbulence dissipation rate ( ε) profiles to the choice of z s 0 . The 

comparison made for four different surface roughness of 
z s 0 
H s 

= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at 

location 1327. See description of Fig. 6 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Scatter plot of the measured and modeled turbulence dissipation rate ( ε) using 

k –ω turbulence model. Model results of TKE injection by surface wind friction velocity 

cubed with αs = 150 and 
z s 0 
H s 

= 0.6 are shown by blue triangles and TKE injection by 

wave model surface dissipation of Wavconf2 with fr = 0.025 −2.5 [H z ] , 
z s 0 
H s 

= 0.6 are 

shown by green rectangles. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
second configuration (WavConf2), the physical parameterization pro-

posed by Mulligan et al. (2008) was applied. The method proposed by

Yan (1987) was adopted for the exponential wind input term. This

method reduces to Snyder and Elliott (1981) for low frequencies and

to Plant (1982) for the high frequency part of the wave spectrum. The

Alves and Banner (2003) method was selected for the white-capping

term. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of measured and modeled turbulence dissipation rate ( ε) for all SWIFT locations. (a) Wind speed, (b) significant wave height, (c) SWIFT measurements, (d) 

modeled with TKE injection by surface wind friction velocity cubed with αs = 150 and 
z s 0 
H s 

= 0.6 and (e) modeled with TKE injection by wave model surface dissipation of Wavconf2 

with fr = 0.025 −2.5 [H z ] , 
z s 0 
H s 

= 0.6. 
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Each SWAN configuration was executed for two different fre-

uency ranges, 0.025–0.5 [Hz] (normal range) and 0.025–2.5 [Hz]

broad range). To resolve wave spectrum in the spectral dimension,

5 frequency bins for normal range and 90 bins for broad frequency

anges were chosen. The simulated significant wave height using

avConf2 and frequency range of 0.025–0.5 [Hz] are in agreement

ith the measurement ( Fig. 5 c). 

. Results 

We carried out a comprehensive sensitivity analysis for differ-

nt modeling parameters. The results of this analysis are presented

n Appendix A . This analysis was done for the z s 
0 

in the range of

 . 1 –0 . 6 H s , for the αs parameter in the range of 10 0 –40 0 , for two

ifferent wave configuration of WavConf1 and WavConf2. Each wave

onfiguration was tested for normal and broad frequency ranges.

ereafter, comparison of different methods for prescribing surface

ux of TKE using a k –ω 1DV turbulence closure model for the best

arameter set in each category based on the sensitivity analysis is

resented. We compared three cases as: (1) No surface flux of en-
rgy (NoTKE), (2) TKE injection by surface wind friction velocity

ubed with αs = 150 and 

z s 
0 

H s 
= 0.6 (WIND), and (3) TKE surface flux

rom wave model using WavConf2 and frequency range of 0.025–

.5 [Hz] and 

z s 
0 

H s 
= 0.6 (WAVE). It should be noted that the choice of

 

s 
0 

= 0 . 6 H s is also consistent with previous studies (e.g. Terray et al.,

996; Soloviev and Lukas, 2003 ). 

.1. General comparison 

The modeled turbulence dissipation rate, ε, of the top 2 [m] por-

ion of the water column for 6 sample SWIFT locations, is presented in

ig. 6 . The WIND, and WAVE models are in reasonable agreement with

he measurements. The NoTKE case shows low skill and produced the

KE dissipation rates almost two orders of magnitude smaller than

he measurements. All curves converge to the same value near 2 [m]

elow the mean sea surface, suggesting injection of turbulence could

nhance the TKE dissipation rate to depths almost 3 times that of the

ignificant wave height. 

An example of comparison of the effects of different z s 
0 

on the

ertical profile of turbulence dissipation rate is presented in Fig. 7 .
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Fig. 10. Terray-scaled εH s /u s 
3 

∗ against z ′ / H s for white-capping observation using 216 

data points at 41 locations out of a total of 410 observations (see Fig. 3 ). The model 

results for TKE injection by surface wind friction velocity cubed with αs = 150 and 
z s 0 
H s 

= 0.6 are shown by the blue area, TKE injection by wave model surface dissipation 

of Wavconf2 with fr = 0.025 –2.5 [H z ] , 
z s 0 
H s 

= 0.2 are shown by the green area and the 

data represents by the gray area. All dash lines are the horizontal average of their cor- 

responding values in the same vertical level. The magenta line is the non-linear least 

squares fit to the data. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure leg- 

end, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Terray-scaled ε H s / u 
s 
∗

3 against z ′ / H s for white-capping observation using 194 

data points at 41 locations out of total number of 410 points (see Fig. 3 ). The gray area 

represents the measurements. The dashed line is the average of the data in the same 

vertical level. The magenta line is the non-linear least squares fit to the data. 
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Smaller surface roughness results in poor agreement between model

and data. Also, a model surface offset of half surface roughness

in the case of z s 
0 

= 0 . 6 H s seems to be appropriate, as the model

starts at the same level and with the same vertical gradient as the

data. 

The results obtained from WIND and WAVE cases together with

their corresponding data are presented in the form of a scatter plot

in Fig. 8 . There is general agreement between measurements and

model results for both WIND and WAVE cases. Index of agreement

for WIND, WAVE and NoTKE cases are 0.84, 0.78 and 0.42, which in-

dicates slightly better performance of the WIND case. The r-squared

values of WIND and WAVE cases are 0.56 and 0.46, which also show

better agreement of WIND in comparison with the observations (see

Appendix A ). 

4.2. Vertical variation of the turbulence dissipation rate ( ε) 

Profiles of the turbulence dissipation rate for all observation loca-

tions are presented in Fig. 9 . A positive correlation is shown between

wind speed observations ( Fig. 9 a), modeled wave height ( Fig. 9 b) and

TKE dissipation rate data. This is expected because the majority of

selected locations are situated in a locally generated wind wave sea

state, and white-capping breaking is an active sink of energy for sur-

face waves. It should be noted that the masked areas in the model

results correspond to the regions which are not covered by the model

because these points are above the position of the TKE surface flux

boundary condition. Therefore, for the locations with greater wave

heights, less data points for comparison with the modeling results

are available. 

Some of the events in this figure are distinctive. For instance, pro-

file 52, which was observed at 18:47 May 1, 2012 [UTC], shows coex-

istence of a relatively high wind speed and wave height with a high

turbulence dissipation rate in the data and both WIND and WAVE

model results ( Fig. 9 d and e). There is another storm event at pro-

files 1452–1455, which occurred around 18:00 May 7, 2012. A strong

correlation between wind speed and wave height again show that

locally generated wind waves are dominant. A very high dissipation

rate in the data represents a large amount of TKE injected by white-

capping dissipation. The SWIFT data and model results are in agree-
ent and a relatively high turbulence dissipation rate is still evident

p to ∼0.4 [m] below the water surface. In general both WIND and

AVE model results are in agreement with the SWIFT measurement.

. Discussion 

.1. Terray scaling 

Terray et al. (1996) proposed a three layer system for the near-

urface turbulence dissipation rate in the presence of locally gener-

ted wind waves. They defined the top layer as the breaking zone

ith direct injection of turbulence from wave breaking with a con-

tant TKE dissipation rate, εb . They also suggest that the thickness

f this layer, z ′ 
b 
, could be estimated by 

z ′ 
b 

H s 
= 0.6. Beneath this layer,

here is another layer in which the TKE dissipation rate is a function

f energy input F s 
k 
, wave height H s and z ′ , as below: 

ε H s 

F s 
k 

= βT 

(
z ′ 
H s 

)λ

(18)

n which βT = 0.3 and λ = −2 . This layer will also be transitioned to a

eeper layer at depth of z ′ t where the wall layer scaling is applicable,

= 

u s ∗
3 

κz ′ . Here κ= 0.41 is the von Karman constant. 

However, Gemmrich and Farmer (2004) showed that their obser-

ations with a floating device agree with Stewart and Grant (1962)

ho suggested that the dissipation at a fixed distance beneath the

ave crest and trough are different, which is not supportive of the

xistence of the constant dissipation layer proposed by Terray et al.

1996) . On the other hand, Feddersen (2012a ) showed the applicabil-

ty of Eq. (18) with λ � −2 in the transitional region, which is almost

ne significant wave height below the water surface ( 
z ′ 

b 

H s 
� 1). 

In this study, employment of the 5 min averaged observational

KE dissipation rate profiles seems to be an appropriate choice for

omparison with modeling results, since both wave and hydrody-

amic models employ wave averaged properties. In addition, SWIFT

bservations contain most of the active wave breaking areas at crests

nd troughs, which are happening around the mean sea surface. In

ther words, one can assume that a substantial part of the measured

ata is situated within the half of z s 
0 

from the mean sea surface which

s not taken into account by the model (the blank regions in Fig. 9 d

nd e). 

The choice of the location of surface flux of TKE, to be situ-

ted at half of the surface roughness length at z ′ � 0 . 3 H s was also
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Fig. 12. Ratio of shear production of TKE ( P ) to turbulence dissipation rate ( ε) at location 3123. 
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otivated by our analysis over available data which shows a change

n the slope of the turbulence dissipation rate profiles around this

istance from ocean surface (e.g. see Fig. 7 ). We also examined the

roposed equation by Terray et al. (1996) as: 

ε H s 

u 

s ∗
3 

= A 

′ 
(

z ′ 
H s 

)λ

(19) 

ssuming F s 
k 

= αs u s ∗
3 then A 

′ = βT α
s . 

Non-dimensionalized model-data comparisons following the 

ethod proposed by Terray et al. (1996) are given in Fig. 10 . The

agenta colored line represents the non-linear least square fit over

he data in this portion of the water column. The best fit resulted in

= −1 . 8 , which is also comparable with λ = −2 proposed by Terray

t al. (1996) . Assuming αs = 150, the βT = 0.62 could also be calcu-

ated. The model results forced by TKE surface flux calculated directly

rom wind match with the non-linear least square fit. 

We also applied the non-linear least square method to the SWIFT

ata close to the water surface above z ′ � 0 . 3 H s ( Fig. 11 ). For this re-

ion, λ = −0 . 53 and A 

′ = 445 were calculated. This is contrary to the

op layer definition of Terray et al. (1999) , with a constant turbulence

issipation rate. Given the negative gradient in TKE dissipation rate,

t seems that the diffusion of the injected energy starts right below

he wave averaged water surface. 
.2. Wave enhanced region 

We employed the P / ε ratio to investigate the region influenced by

ave breaking inside the water column. Here P refers to TKE produc-

ion due to shear generated by bed or wind shear stresses (Term P in

q. (8) ). P / ε � 0 is associated with the regions with no shear produc-

ion, e.g. near the surface, where turbulence is due to the downward

iffusion of TKE injected by wave-breaking at the surface ( Umlauf

nd Burchard, 2003 ). Time evolution of this parameter at profile 3123

rom the 13th until the 18th of May 2012 [UTC] is shown in Fig. 12 .

s it is apparent from Fig. 12 a, when the surface flux of TKE due

o surface wave dissipation is not included, there are frequent times

here shear production and dissipation rates are in perfect balance

hroughout the whole water column. However, wave induced surface

ux of TKE adds a new region of P / ε = 0 starting from the surface

owards the bottom, which we define as the wave enhanced region.

ased on the modeling results, the assumption that the depth of the

ave-enhanced layer is almost 3 times of the significant wave height

for this SWIFT location H s � 0.8 [m]) can be used as a crude approxi-

ation ( Fig. 12 b and c). 

.3. Effects of wave parameterization 

Comparison of the wind input, surface dissipation and significant

ave height for different wave configurations and frequency ranges
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Fig. 13. Time series of wave model wind input source term (a), wave model surface dissipation sink term (b) and significant wave height (c). The black line in the bottom panel is 

calculated for equivalent surface dissipation based on surface flux of TKE from surface shear velocity cubed ( S ds = F s 
k 

= αs u s ∗
3 for αs = 150). 

Fig. 14. Three regions of turbulence dissipation rate based on SWIFT observations and 

model results. Top layer where z ′ < 0.02 is the region which was not observed by SWIFT 

( εtop ) is shown by black. The beneath layer 0.02 < z ′ < 0 . 3 H s is the portion of water 

column which was not modeled ( εnot _ modeled ) is shown by dark gray. The third layer 

which is covered by model and continued further down to z ′ � 3 H s ( εmodeled ) is shown 

by light gray. 
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(see Table 3 ) are discussed hereafter. The normal frequency range for

both wave model configurations produced similar outcomes for wind

input source and surface dissipation sink terms ( Fig. 13 a and b). For

the broad frequency range, the wind input source term increased sim-

ilarly for both configurations. However, this was not the case for the

surface dissipation. It seems that the white-capping dissipation term

based on Komen et al. (1984) does not account for the wave dissi-
ation in the high frequency tail of the spectrum and produces al-

ost the same result as the normal frequency range. In contrast, sur-

ace dissipation computed using the Alves and Banner (2003) method

Wavconf2) shows an increase with the same order of magnitude

s the increase in the wind input source term. This inconsistency is

eflected in the significant wave height magnitude where the wave

eights resulting from Wavconf2 for both frequency ranges are the

ame. However, the wave height resulting from Wavconf1 increased

hen we switched from normal to broad frequency range ( Fig. 13 c). 

The white-capping formulations of Komen et al. (1984) and Alves

nd Banner (2003) methods are based on different physical assump-

ions. The first method computes the white-capping dissipation from

avenumber and some of the spectrally integrated parameters, such

s the average wave steepness; however, the latter considers the

avenumber-dependent properties of the spectrum. For instance,

mploying the Komen et al. (1984) method in situations when energy

n the low-frequency part of the wave spectrum is present, could lead

o a significant effect on the averaged spectrum properties and results

n an underestimation of the white-capping dissipation and overesti-

ation of the wave height. Mulligan et al. (2008) showed that the dif-

erence between these white-capping dissipation methods could be

ignificant (up to 3 times) for wind ranges from 5 to 17 [m s −1 ] and

he modified Alves and Banner (2003) model proposed by van der

esthuysen et al. (2007) generally showed a better agreement with

heir wave energy dissipation observations. 

To be able to compare surface flux of energy received directly from

he wave model to the one generated based on surface friction veloc-

ty, an equivalent surface dissipation using S ds = F s 
k 

= αs u s ∗
3 for αs =

50 was calculated (black line in Fig. 13 b). Interestingly, the amount

f surface dissipation estimated from surface friction velocity (black

ine in Fig. 13 b) and the one reported by the wave model using Wav-

onf2 (blue line in Fig. 13 b) are in agreement. This was implicitly

hown by similar turbulence dissipation rates resulting from these

ethods (see Figs. 8 –10 ). 

The workaround here might be to operate a wave model as usual

ith a normal frequency range, implement an analytical function to
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stimate white-capping dissipation at the high frequency tail of the

pectrum, and add it to the dissipation calculated by the model at the

ost-processing step. Later this final value of surface dissipation has

o feed into the turbulence model as the surface boundary condition

f TKE. 

To quantify this finding, we investigated the amount of energy

een by SWIFT but not resolved within our model simulations. Us-

ng non-linear least square fit coefficient (see Figs. 10 and 11 ), we

nvestigated the energy dissipation in three distinct vertical layers

 Fig. 14 ), where z ′ < 0.02 is the uppermost region not observed by

WIFT ( εtop ), and assuming a constant dissipation rate. The layer

.02 < z ′ < 0 . 3 H s is the portion of the water column which was not

odeled ( εnot _ modeled ). We continued the third layer to z ′ � 3 H s to

ccount for all turbulence dissipation rates, penetrated all the way

o the depth of the wave-enhanced layer ( εmodeled ). We calculated

he ratio of the amount of the turbulence dissipation rate below and

bove the model origin from the plotted curves as: ∫ 
εtop + 

∫ 
εnot _ modeled ∫ 

εmodeled 
� 1 . 8 (20) 

We assume that a substantial part of the measured turbulence dis-

ipation rate is induced by the injection of energy from dissipated

aves, which also could be supported by the strong correlation be-

ween high wind, high waves and measured turbulence dissipation

ates shown in Fig. 9 . We argue that the flux of energy coming out

f the wave field as computed by the wave model is not even close

o being sufficient. Although by changing the physical parameteri-

ation and using a broad frequency range, we were be able to in-

rease the predicted surface dissipation, but it still appears to be

nsufficient. Apparently, spectral wave models so far were parame-

erized and calibrated in a way to conserve the total energy budget

nd produce correct wave heights for a normal frequency range. In a

lobal sense this means that, the flux of energy going into the wave

eld ( F s , wave , in 
k 

= S in ) and the flux of energy coming out of wave field

 F s , wave , out 
k 

= S ds , s ) are not necessarily similar to what happens in na-

ure in terms of energy exchange between atmosphere, wave and

cean. 

. Summary and conclusion 

The primary result of this study was to validate the consistency

nd applicability of state-of-the-art wave–ocean coupled modeling

ystems in terms of energy exchange between surface waves and the

cean water column. We set up a modeling system similar to the

ommon fully coupled three-dimensional wave–ocean frameworks.

he system consists of the SWAN wave model, the ROMS ocean model

n two-dimensional depth integrated mode and GOTM, which is a

ne-dimensional vertical water column model that includes state-

f-the-art two-equation turbulence closure models. Since we com-

uted the water column properties only at observation locations, the

ystem was not computationally demanding and we could test many

ifferent configurations and turbulence parameterization. Therefore

e were be able to employ a very high resolution k –ω two-equation

urbulence closure model and perform a comprehensive sensitivity

nalysis. Based on the sensitivity analysis, the optimum values for key

arameters of a turbulence model, e.g. surface roughness length and

hite-capping parameterization and wave frequency range, were de-

ermined (see Appendix A ). From this analysis, the optimum rough-

ess length of 
z s 

0 
H s 

= 0.6 was proposed. Based on our unique data

et with very high resolution turbulence dissipation rate profiles

lose to the ocean surface, we were be able to identify the opti-

al level for the application of the surface flux boundary condition

n our one-dimensional vertical model, which is at half the surface

ixing length below the mean sea surface. This resulted in a good

greement between the modeled turbulence dissipation rate and
easurements. Furthermore, in the modeled region, the non-

imensional Terray scaling with power of λ = −1 . 8 (instead of λ =
2 ), is applicable. The portion of the water column above the mod-

led region up to the closest SWIFT measurement to the averaged

urface is more uniform in comparison to the second layer, however,

t does not have constant dissipation rate as suggested by Terray et al.

1996) . 

The wave-enhanced layer thickness, based on a suggestion of

urchard (2001) , is almost three times the significant wave height.

hite-capping, which takes place in the high frequency tail of the

ave spectrum, is crucial for generating an amount of wave surface

issipation that can explain the observed turbulence dissipation rate.

owever, in spite of the agreement between the modeled TKE dis-

ipation rate and SWIFT measurements inside the wave enhanced

ayer, we argue that the wave model still produced less wave dissi-

ation in comparison to the measurements, referring to the amount

f energy seen by SWIFT which is not included in modeling domain. 

To be able to correctly parameterize and include the energy and

omentum input from the surface wave field to the ocean water col-

mn, further investigation on wave dissipation sink terms (imple-

ented in wave models) is needed. Having access to high tempo-

al and spatial resolution turbulence dissipation rate measurements,

rom the ocean surface down to at least 2–3 times of the significant

ave height, is necessary to minimize the uncertainties and help in

eveloping accurate parameterization of turbulence models. 
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ppendix A. Sensitivity analysis of the modeling parameters 

In order to quantitatively compare results from different cases, the

ndex of agreement (IA) as defined in Willmott (1982) , bias and root

ean square error (RMSE) were calculated as: 

A = 1 −
∑ 

(X model − X data )
2 ∑ 

(∣∣X model − X data 

∣∣ + 

∣∣X data − X data 

∣∣)2 
, 

ias = 

1 

M 

(∑ 

X model −
∑ 

X data 

)
, (1) 

MSE = 

1 

M 

√ ∑ 

(X model − X data )
2 
, 

here X data are observation, X data is observation mean, X model are

odel results and M is the number of available observations. 

In the first set of experiments, sensitivity of the modeled turbu-

ence dissipation rate to the surface roughness z s 
0 

and αs were inves-

igated. As shown in Fig. A.1 , the model run with z s 
0 
/ H s = 0.6 and αs 

 150 produced less erroneous results. The model result with this

etting produced almost zero bias, while it shows minimum error of

MSE = 2e −4 [m 

2 s −3 ] and maximum index of agreement as IA =
.85. Additionally, a separate set of cases were examined to study ef-

ects of frequency range and wave parameterization within the wave

odel. The results of this experiment are presented in Fig. A.2 . From

http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/100000006
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100002347
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Fig. A.1. Sensitivity analysis experiment for investigating the effects of the surface roughness ( z s 0 ) and αs on turbulence dissipation rate modeling results. 

Fig. A.2. Sensitivity analysis experiment for investigating the effects of the wave model parameterization and spectral frequency range on turbulence dissipation rate modeling 

results. 
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his experiment, it seems the model results using WavConf2 and fre-

uency range of 0.025–2.5 [Hz] and 

z s 
0 

H s 
= 0.6 produces less erro-

eous results. The model result with this setting produced almost

ero bias, while it shows minimum error of RMSE = 2e −4 [m 

2 s −3 ]

nd maximum index of agreement as IA = 0.78. It is worth men-

ioning that in almost all cases, the calculated bias is negative. This

eans that the model calculated dissipation rate is generally smaller

han measured ones. There is also a dramatic improvement in in-

reasing the frequency range from normal to broader range in case of

avConf2. 
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